Groupe Hospitalier Nord Essonne

Our Project For The Community
Longjumeau

Orsay

Juvisy
The castle was built on August 1734

The Hospital of Longjumeau was created

New building in Longjumeau hospital
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The hospital of Orsay is created for the poor of the commune

Red cross in Juvisy
GHNE was established as a network of 3 hospitals after 20 years of close cooperation (common direction, pooling of resources)

To build a global project for a community of 500,000 inhabitants

To take advantage of the research hub of Saclay, the biggest health research and academic center in Europe (2 universities and 7 academic institutions, 20% of private and public research in France)
Activity

- 985 beds
- 132 emergencies
- 163,000 outpatients
- 3,250 staff
- 327 physicians
Our expertise now

Geriatrics (Longjumeau, Orsay, Juvisy)
Pulmonology (Longjumeau)
Neurology (Orsay)
Gynecology (Longjumeau, Orsay)
Gastroenterology and General surgery (Longjumeau, Orsay)
Cardiology (Longjumeau)
Orthopedics (Longjumeau, Orsay)
Ear, Nose and Throat (Longjumeau, Orsay)
Ophtalmology (Longjumeau)
Psychiatry (Orsay)
Diabetes and endocrinology (Longjumeau)
Rehabilitation (Longjumeau, Orsay, Juvisy)
Emergencies (Longjumeau, Orsay, Juvisy)
Intensive care (Longjumeau, Orsay)
Challenges

- Attract patients with a declining reputation and ageing facilities
- Attract physicians in a very competitive area for health professionals
- Reinforce outpatient care within the hospital
- Develop closer ties with other healthcare providers of the territory
4 axis for our project

- Create a new and innovative hospital within a research hub
- Concentrate all medical specialties in the new facility
- Cut beds, not value: Value based healthcare as a principle
- Transform 2 general hospitals in community hospitals/ambulatory centers
Saclay’s Hospital

- 416 beds and places (-35%)
- Priority to ambulatory care
- New research teams on selected areas (Pediatrics, mental health, cancer)
- Open to Saclay ecosystem through various initiatives: generate new ideas with new players
- Common clinical teams with major healthcare institutions (cardiology, cancer...)
- A “third way” between general and university hospitals
Saclay’s Hospital
SHFJ as a forgoer

- SHFJ is a nuclear medicine service of GHNE
- Depends on CEA (19700 employees, 1600 Phd students)
- Research and clinical center in nuclear medicine
- Strong relations with major cancer centers (IGR, Curie)
- Develops innovation with industrials like Imigine, first automatized system in radiopharmacy
Example of industrial collaboration: first integrated automated radiopharmaceutical manufacturing system (PMB/iMiGiNE)
How innovation will lead us…

- The role of patient experience: the CCSU example
- Datas as a new framework to generate innovation
- Chronic diseases and innovation in clinical pathways
- Zero paper, zero bureaucracy?
- State of the art facility, digital hospital
- Management of medical units through innovative contracts
Thank you